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Abstract. In this paper we discuss the multilinear commutators of singular integral operators on
spaces of homogeneous type. By using Ho¨lder’s inequalities and the .Lp ;Lq/ type bounded-
ness of fractional integral operators on spaces of homogeneous type, we obtain that this kind
of multilinear commutators is bounded from Lp to Lq , from Lp to Triebel-Lizorkin spaces
and from HpEb to L
p . We also establish their .H PK˛;p
q1;Eb
; PK˛;pq2 / type boundedness on spaces of
homogeneous type.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As a development in the theory of singular integral operators, their commutators
have been extensively studied in recent years. The results are plentiful and substan-
tial. For instance, let b 2 BMO.Rn/ and let T be a Caldero´n-Zygmund operator. A
classical result of Coifman, Rochberb and Weiss(see [9] states that the commutator
Œb;T  is bounded on Lp.Rn/ .1 < p <1/. Chanillo (see [5]) proves a similiar res-
ult when T is replaced by fractional operators (see [7,16]). The main purpose of this
paper is to consider the continuity of the multilinear commutators associated with
singular integral operators and Lipschitz functions in certain Hardy and Herz-Hardy
spaces defined on spaces of homogeneous type. We also obtain the boundedness of
the commutator Œb;T  generated by a singular integral operator T and a Lipschitz
function b on Hardy and Herz type Hardy spaces. Not only that, we prove that this
commutator is bounded from Hardy spaces to weak Lebesgue spaces and from Herz
type Hardy spaces to weak Herz spaces.
First of all, let us introduce some definitions (see [1–6, 8, 14, 15]).
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Give a set X , a function d W X X ! RC is called a quasi-distance on X if the
following conditions are satisfied:
(i) for every x and y in X , d.x;y/ 0 and d.x;y/D 0 if and only if x D y,
(ii) for every x and y in X , d.x;y/D d.y;x/,
(iii) there exists a constant k  1 such that
d.x;y/ k.d.x;´/Cd.´;y// (1.1)
for every x;y and ´ in X .
Let  be a positive measure on the  -algebra of subsets of X which contains the
r-balls B.x;r/D fy W d.x;y/ < rg. We assume that  satisfies a doubling condition,
that is, there exists a constant A1 > 1 such that
0 < .B.x;2r// A1.B.x;r// <1 (1.2)
holds for all x 2X and r > 0.
A structure .X;d;/, with d and  as above, is called a space of homogeneous
type(Coifman and Weiss type). The constants k and A1 in (1.1) and (1.2) will be
called the constants of the space.
From (1.2), we can say that there exists a constant n0 > 1 such that A1  2n0 , in
other words, there exists a constant n0 > 1 such that .B.x;2r// 2n0.B.x;r//.
We say that .X;d;/ satisfies a reverse doubling condition, that is, there exists a
constant A2 > 1 such that
0 < A2.B.x;r// .B.x;2r// <1 (1.3)
holds for all x 2 X and r > 0. It can be proved that, under some general additional
geometric assumptions on the space .X;d/, (1.3) is actually a consequence of the
doubling condition on  (see [16]).
Definition 1 (see [12]). Let d > 0 and 0 <   1. A space of homogeneous type
.X;;/d; is a set X together with a quasi-metric  and a nonnegative Borel regular
measure  on X with supp DX and there exists a constant C0 > 1 such that for all
0 < r < diamX and for all x;x0;y 2X ,
.B.x;r// rd
and
j.x;y/ .x0;y/j  C0.x;x0/ Œ.x;y/C.x0;y/1  :
In this paper, we will consider this particular class of spaces of homogeneous type
which satisfies the definitions of Coifman and Weiss and we will use .X;;/d; , too.
Moreover, in [13], Macias and Segovia have proved that in the sense of equivalent
topology, a space of homogeneous type in the sense of Coifman and Weiss is a space
of homogeneous type in the sense of Definition 1 with d D 1 and  2 .0;1/.
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Definition 2. For ˇ > 0, the Lipschitz space Lipˇ .X/ is the space of functions
such that






where  is the quasi-distance.
Given a positive integerm and 1 i m, we denote by Cmi the family of all finite
subsets  D f.1/; : : : ;.i/g of f1; : : : ;mg with i different elements. For  2 Cmi ,
set c D f1; : : : ;mg n  . Let Eb D .b1; : : : ;bm/ and  D f.1/; : : : ;.i/g 2 Cmi , setEb D .b.1/; : : : ;b.i// and b D b.1/ : : :b.i/. With this notation, if ˇ.1/C  C
ˇ.i/ D ˇ , we write
jjEb jjLipˇ D jjb.1/jjLipˇ.1/ : : : jjb.i/jjLipˇ.i/ :













where K is a locally integrable function on X Xnf.x;y/j x D yg and satisfies the
following properties:
(1) jK.x;y/j  C
.B.x;d.x;y///
,
(2) there exists a p0;1 < p0 1, such that T is bounded on Lp0.X/,




when d.x;y/ 2d.y;y0/, with some ı 2 .0;1.
Similary to the definitions of other commutators, we introduce the definition of
the commutator generated by a singular integral operator of Definition 3 and by a
Lipschitz function as follows.
Definition 4. Let EbD .b1; : : : ;bm/ be a finite family of locally integrable functions
with bi 2^ˇ .X/;1 i m and lat T be the singular integral operator. then we define






.bi .x/ bi .y//K.x;y/f .y/d.y/:
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Note that when b1 D   D bm, TEb is just the mth order commutator. It is well
known that commutators are of great interest in harmonic analysis and have been
widely studied by many authors (see [1–4, 6, 8]).
We prove the boundedness ofthe commutator TEb on Lebesgue spaces in the following
section.
2. BOUNDEDNESS FROM Lp.X/ TO Lq.X/
In this section, we obtain the following results.
Theorem 1. Let bi 2 Lipˇi .X/, 1 i m,
Pm
iD1ˇi D ˇ, 0 < ˇ < 1 and 1=q D
1=p ˇ. Then TEb is bounded from Lp.X/ to Lq.X/.
Theorem 2. Let bi 2 Lipˇi .X/, 1 i m,
Pm
iD1ˇi D ˇ, 0 < ˇ < 1 and 1=q D
1=p ˇ. Then TEb is bounded from L1.X/ to weak L1=.1 ˇ/.X/.
To prove the above results, we use the following lemmas.
Lemma 1 (see [10]). Let 0 < ˇ < 1, f 2 Lp.X/ and 1=q D 1=p ˇ. Then Iˇ is
bounded from Lp.X/ to Lq.X/.
Lemma 2 (see [13]). Let 0 < ˇ < 1, f 2 Lp.X/ and 1=q D 1=p ˇ. Then Iˇ is
bounded from L1.X/ to weak L1=.1 ˇ/.X/.
Here Iˇ is the fractional integral operator.


































So, by Lemma 1 and Lemma 2,








x 2X W jIˇ .jf j/.x/j> 
C jjEbjjLipˇ
)!












Thus we have finished the proof of the theorems. □
3. BOUNDEDNESS FROM Lp.X/ TO TRIEBEL-LIZORKIN SPACES
In this section, we are going to show that the multilinear commutator of a singular
integral operator is bounded from Lp.X/ to Triebel-Lizorkin spaces.
Theorem 3. Let bi 2 Lipˇi .X/, 1  i  m,
Pm
iD1ˇi D ˇ, 0 < ˇ  ı=n0 and
1=q D 1=p ˇ. Then TEb is bounded from Lp.X/ to F
ˇ;1
p .X/.
To prove above theorems, we use some Lemmas.





















Lemma 4 (see [13]). Let 0 < ˇ < 1, 1 p <1, we have


















Lemma 5 (see [13]). Let balls B1;B2 with B1  B2.
Then jfB1  fB2 j  C jjf jjLipˇ.B2/ˇ .
Proof of Theorem 3. Fix a ball B D B.x0; r/ and Qx 2 B . Set EbB D
..b1/B ; : : : ; .bm/B/; where .bi /B D .B/ 1
R
B bi .y/d.y/, 1  i m. Write f D






































.bi   .bi /B/f /.x/:
















































.bi .x/  .bi /B/f2/.x/ T .
mY
iD1
.bi   .bi /B/f2/.x0/jd.x/
D I CII CIII CIV:
For the term I , by Lemma 4 and by Ho¨lder’s inequalities with exponent 1=q1C C












 C jjEbjjLipˇMq.jT .f /j/. Qx/
For the term II , by Lemma 4, by Ho¨lder’s inequalities with exponent 1=sC1=s0D 1,










j.Eb.x/  EbB/T ..Eb  EbB/cf /.x/jd.x/




















































 C jjEbjjLipˇMsq.f /. Qx/:
For the term III , by the Lp.1 < p <1/ boundedness of T and by Ho¨lder’s in-









.bi   .bi /B/f1/.x/jd.x/







.bi   .bi /B/f1/.x/jqBd.x//1=q





















 C jjEbjjLipˇMsq.f /. Qx/:




j.bi .y/  .bi /B/jjK.x;y/ K.x0;y/jjf2.y/jd.y/







































































jjEbc jjLipˇ.2kC1B/ˇc.2kC1B/ˇ jjEb jj^ˇMq.jf j/. Qx/.2kC1B/




























 C jjEbjjLipˇMq.f /. Qx/:
We put these estimates together, by using Lemma 3 and taking the supremum over





 C jjEbjjLipˇ .jjMq.T .f //jjLp CjjMqs.f /jjLp CjjMq.f /jjLp /
 C jjEbjjLipˇ jjf jjLp
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Thus we have finished the proof of the theorem. □
4. BOUNDEDNESS ON HARDY SPACES
In this section, we discuss the boundedness of the multiliner commutator TEb gen-
erated by the singular integral operator T and the Lipschitz function Eb on Hardy
spaces.
First, let us review the atomic decomposition of Hardy spaces, which is important
in the study the boundedness of operators.
Definition 5. Let bi .i D 1;    ;m/ be locally integrable functions and 0 < p  1.
A bounded measurable function a.x/ on X is called a .p; Eb/ atom, if
(1) supp a  B D B.x0; r/,







l2 bl.y/d.y/D 0 for any  2Cmj ;1 j m.
A tempered distribution f is said to belong to the atomic space HpEb .X/, if, in the
Schwartz distribution sense, it can be written as f .x/ DPi iai .x/; where ai are
.p; Eb/ atoms, i 2 C and Pi ji jp <1. Moreover, jjf jjHpEb D inf.Pi ji jp/1=p,
where the infimum are taken over all of the above decompositions of f .
Theorem 4. Let bi 2 Lipˇi .X/, 1 i m,
Pm
iD1ˇi D ˇ, 0 < ˇ  1, 0 < p  1
and 1=q D 1=p ˇ. Then TEb is bounded from H
p
Eb .X/ to L
q.X/.
Theorem 5. Let bi 2 Lipˇi .X/, 1  i  m,
Pm
iD1ˇi D ˇ, 0 < ˇ  ı=n0 and
0 < p  1. Then TEb is bounded from H
1=.1Cˇ/
Eb .X/ to weak L
1.X/.
Proof of Theorem 4. By a standard argument, it suffices to show that there exists









For the term I , taking q > 1, by Ho¨lder’s inequality and by Theorem 1, we get
I  C jjTEb.a/jjLq  C jjEbjjLipˇ jjajjLp  C jjEbjjLipˇ jjajjL1 .B/1=p  C:
For the term II , for y 2 B;x 2 .2B/c , by the vanishing of the moment of a and by






























































































 C jjEbjjqLipˇ :
Thus, we have finished the proof of the theorem. □
Proof of Theorem 5. By the atomic decomposition, we know that there exist .1=.1C









For M1, by the Minkowski and Ho¨lder inequalities, by the (Lp;Lp)-boundedness of

















































































































































Therefore, by the Jensen inequality, we have










Taking infinum over all the central atomic decomposition completes the proof of
the theorem. □
5. BOUNDEDNESS ON HERZ TYPE HARDY SPACES
First, we introduce the definition of Herz type Hardy space and its atomic decom-
position characteristic as follows.
Definition 6. Let bi .i D 1;    ;m/ be locally integrable functions, 1< q <1; ˛
1 1=q: A function a is called a central .˛;q; Eb/-atom (or a central .˛;q; Eb/-atom of
restricted type), if
(1) supp a  B D B.x0; r/(or for some r  1),







i2 bi .x/d.x/D 0 for any  2Cmi ; 1 i m:
Definition 7. Let ˛ 2 R, 0 < p <1 and 1  q <1. For k 2 Z and x0 2 X , set
Bk D fx 2X W d.x0;x/ 2kg and Ck DBk nBk 1. Denote by k the characteristic
function of Ck and by 0 the characteristic function of B0.
































A function f is said to belong to the homogeneous H PK˛;p
q;Eb .X/ (or to the non-
homogeneous HK˛;p
q;Eb .X//, if it can be written as f D
P1
jD 1jaj .x/ (or f D
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jD0jaj .x//, where aj is a central .˛;q; Eb/-atom (or a central .˛;q; Eb/-atom of re-
stricted type) supported on B.x0;2j / and
P1
jD 1 jj jp <1(or
P1












where the infimum are taken over all of the above decompositions of f .
Definition 8 (see [11]). Let ˛ 2R, 0 < p <1 and 1 q <1(Bk and Ck are the
same as Definition 6).
(1) A measure function f is said to belong to the homogeneous weak Herz space
W PK˛;pq .X/, if
jjf jj






˛p.fx 2 Ck W jf .x/j> g/p=q/1=p <1I
(2) A measure function f is said to belong to the inhomogeneous weak Herz
space WK˛;pq .X/, if






˛p.fx 2 Ck W jf .x/j> g/p=q
C.fx 2 B0 W jf .x/j> g/p=q/1=p <1:
Now we state our theorems.
Theorem 6. Let bi 2 Lipˇi .X/, 1  i  m,
Pm
iD1ˇi D ˇ, 0 < ˇ  1, 1=q2 D
1=q1 ˇ, 0 < p <1 and 1  1=q1  ˛ < 1  1=q1C ı=n0. Then the multilinear
commutator TEb is bounded from H PK
˛;p
q1;Eb
.X/ to PK˛;pq2 .X/:
Theorem 7. Let bi 2Lipˇi .X/, 1 i m,
Pm
iD1ˇi D ˇ, 0 < ˇ  ı=n0, 1=q2D
1=q1 ˇ and let 0 < p  1. Then the multilinear commutator TEb is bounded from
H PK˛;pq1 .X/ to W PK˛;pq2 .X/.
Proof of Theorem 6. Let f 2 H PK˛;p
q1;Eb
.X/ and let f .x/ DP1jD 1jaj .x/ be
the atomic decomposition of f as in Definition 7 We write





































For the term JJ , by Ho¨lder’s inequality and as Theorem 1 states that TEb is bounded















































































; 1 < p <1











For the term J , let Ck D BknBk 1, k D Ck , bij D .Bj / 1
R
Bj
bi .x/d.x/, 1 
i m. By Ho¨lder’s inequality, by the vanishing moment of atom aand by the reverse











































































































































































This completes the proof of the theorem. □
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Remark 1. Similar results related to nonhomogeneous weak Herz spaces also hold.
The details are omitted in order to save space.
Proof of Theorem 7. We write f D P1jD 1jaj , where each aj is a central
.˛;q1/ atom supported on Bj and
P1

























By the .Lq1 ;Lq2/ boundedness of TEb and by an estimate, similar to the one for JJ












For G2, let us use the estimate







which was obtained in the estimate for J in the proof of Theorem 6. Notice that when



















For  > 0, choosing k0 2Z such that Bk0 is the maximal set satisfying
.Bk0/
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then if k > k0, it is easy to see that




































Taking the infinum, we have completed the proof. □
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